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Review for Queios

Article Nutrition and work efficiency as a strategic variable necessary in a mining environment for high productivity: A case of Filabusi mining community

The papers is valid and analyze very important topic such as the relationship between nutrition and work efficiency in mine workers. There are some constructive suggestions in order to improve quality of paper:

Authors should review all the references and maybe they can update with more recent bibliography of WHO or FAO of 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023. There are missing all the references that begins after K letter

In research Methodology it recommend to declare the dates of the applied questionnaires, a short description of the area and also socio-demographic variables of participants like age, sex, educational level

To clarify and better understanding it will be necessary a paragraph about the questionnaires, pre-test and post-test variables

The 2 groups are separated by one question, not by an treatment or intervention, so maybe it will be better to name group 1 for artisanal miners who share the notion that food or eating habits leads to healthy and productive life especially at work place and group 2 person s that did not share this and believe and think there are not correlation between food, eating habits and work place productivity during.

In results, in table 9 its necessary to see the mean average of age